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LIMITED GRAPHIC VOCABULARY: By employing visual language, a designer
can give meaning and definition to what may seem to be a limited visual landscape.
A designer should be able to tell a story with no words. Line is an element of visual and 
graphic expression. It is defined as a mark connecting two points, creating various effects. 
From optical illusions to giving emphasis or indicating location, line can represent, symbolize, 
clarify, and communicate. Shapes are the next extension of this visual vocabulary. In this 
project, both the black circles and the white space around them create shapes. Positive and 
negative space can also represent, alter mood, and influence perception.

LINE: The first part will focus on the use of line to investigate relationships, mood, pattern and 
other visual effects. We will use line to create compositions in which abstract form will express 
given topics. Start thinking in your sketchbook about both lines and circles.

You are to do at least 4 clean thumbnail sketches for each of the following pairs of 
words using the provided sheet. The second part of the project will demand at least 6 
of each pair to equal 24 total separate squares.
friend/enemy • tense/peaceful • hard/soft • true/false
You will also follow these rules for both sketches and on the computer:
Each word will have its own composition, but each set of words works together. 
These rules must be followed:
• Ten lines are to appear in each composition. 
• All lines must be straight, the same thickness (at least 1/8”), in black, on a white 

background. 
• They may change in length. 
• They may intersect, cross and touch, but do not have to.
• Lines can be set next to each other to become thicker lines (for example, you 

could put all 10 1/8” lines next to each to appear to be 1 very thick line. 
• No closed forms, such as circles or squares, may be used or created from the lines
• Be aware of the white space (negative space) vs. the black lines (positive space)
• Be very aware of the edge of each composition area, aka cropping for visual 

tension. Centered designs are (almost always) boring 

 

SHAPES AND SPACE: The second part will investigate spatial relationships, frame 
reference, 
illusionary space and contrast, using a limited graphic vocabulary of black circles. 
The discoveries that result from this exploration into the interrelationship of form 
and space are vital to the growth of the visual language employed by the designer to 
give meaning to ideas. This is also more of a challenge because each word must live 
on its own devoid of reference of its opposite.

You are to do at least 4 tight thumbnail sketches for each of the following words 
using provided sheet. The second part of the project will demand at least 5 of each 
word to equal 15 total separate squares. Some can repeat sketches, but also have fun 
on the computer.
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The words are: infest • harmonize • encourage • abandon  

These rules must be followed both in sketches and on the computer:
•  Only circles are allowed. Do your best with sketches and use a compass if  
   possible. On the computer, hold down the shift key when using the Ellipse tool. 
•  You may use any number of same or different sized black circles. No lines.  
   When sketching, fill in circles. On the computer, the circles may not be outlined  
   or any percentage of gray. 
•  Circles may overlap, scale, bleed off the edge, etc. 
•  Be aware of what is created in the white space, as well as how shapes  
    interact with the edges of the composition. 
•  Be very aware of the edge of each composition area, aka cropping for visual  
   tension. Centered designs are (almost always) boring. 

Sketchbook • Pencil • Ruler • Eraser 

Wed Aug 23rd: Lecture/Discussion: Gestalt, Line, Shape
Create Project 1 thumbnail sketches in class. Be sure pencil work is dark enough to be visible 
or using black colored pencil is ok (but harder to erase). Do not use a marker if using sheets 
provided, as the ink will bleed through the page that has squares on both sides. 
Ensure the relation of shape to space (black to white) relates to the directions given. In other 
words, don’t draw skinny lines or lopsided circles. Circles must be filled - no outlined circles 
are allowed in the directions and therefore, do not render ideas as such. 
Do at least the minimum and more for extra credit. If you would like to do more, see 
thumbnail file online to print. 
DUE Fri Aug 25th, 1pm

Fri Aug 25th and Mon Aug 28th: In-Class Software Review, including many points that will 
need to be used when rendering this artwork in Illustrator. During review, all efforts should 
be focused on it and not completing the project. Outside of this review and outside of class 
student, must render work for Project 1. This could be execution of sketches plus new ideas 
or an entirely new set. See “computer guidebook” pages.
Mon Aug. 28th: Show up to class with sketches done on sheets provided. That means a 
minimum of: Lines have 2 renderings of each pair; Circles have 4 renderings of each word.

Wed Aug 30th and Fri Sept 1st: Work days. When all 24 lines and 15 circles are finished, 
show all to Prof. Nikki to pick out final 4. Then continue on to final section. It is possible 
that student can finish entire project and not have anything to worry about over the  
long weekend.  No school Mon Sept 4th.

Wed Sept 6th, 1pm: Project 1 DUE Project 1 artboards “CREATING VECTOR 
ARTWORK” are all due by Wed Sept 6th when you walk in the door at 1pm. I will then pick 
your best 4 and you will proceed to the “PLACE VECTOR ARTWORK ON FINAL SHEET” 
and “VECTOR TO RASTER ONLINE” in class. I will then explain what is expected for an 
online critique via our closed Facebook group. 
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You will be graded on the following:
• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.
• Ideas successfully conveyed per objective via composition and awareness of
  positive/negative space.
• Awareness of how cropping for visual tension affects design. 
• Successful exploration into how line direction affects communication
• Successful exploration into how shapes’ size and position affect communication
• Each design clearly conveys word picked 
• Correct use of Illustrator.
• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well? 
• Cleanliness and Presentation.
• Participation in critique.

e v a l u a t i o n



CREATING VECTOR ARTWORK

(Open Illustrator)
As you begin to work, don’t forget to deselect things when you’re done with 
them. Get into this habit. Usually that just requires clicking on the artboard. 

LINES:
File : New 
24 Artboards (add more later if you’d like), 2 Columns; 4 in x 4 in; 0 Bleed
(This will be your work space. If you want to add more art boards, go  
Window : Artboards. When dialog box appears, pull the drop down menu and 
select New Artboard.)
Turn on your Rulers (Command R)
Save As YOUR LAST NAME_Proj1_Lines_Artboards.AI.

Once you know the thickness of the line you want (for example, 1/4 in is .25 in), you can 
double-click the rectangle tool and then click on the artboard to create the exact size. You can 
then adjust to the length of the line easily.  Be sure your rectangles have Black 
Fill and No Stroke.  (NOT WHITE STROKE)

•  Do not draw a line around any of your artboards.

•  To quickly and more exactly Copy : Paste, you can Select (not Direct Select)  
    the rectangle and then drag while also holding down Shift Option Command.

•  To move exact spaces (and remember that if uneven spacing is a whole other  
   visual message!!!), Select the rectangle and then Object : Transform : Move.  You can  
   explore the Vertical or Horizontal movement by filling in a number with Preview checked.  
   (Ignore distance and Angle.) When you fill in the number, hit TAB instead of OK and you  
   can see what it does. If you like it, then hit COPY (not OK).  To then continue to move it  
   exactly that amount, Move again (shortcut is Shift Command M) > the number you just used  
   should default in the box. Hit COPY again. Keep doing this. 

•  To rotate, you can use the Rotate tool or go Object : Transform : Rotate. To rotate an exact     
   amount, use the latter and hit Preview (Tab) again. Or you can double-click the Rotate Tool  
   first and then click on the artboard. 

• Don’t worry about going off the artboard too much at this point. 

• Use a Clipping Mask to see how things are cropping, even though this is not a clean file build. To do this, double 
click the rectangle tool and select the artboard.  Type in 4 in x 4 in. Pull the square exactly over the artboard and be 
sure it’s on top of everything you want to affect. Select all of the art and this box.  
Go to Object : Clipping Mask : Make.  Turn on Outlines (Command Y or View : Outline) and you will see the 
artwork is still there.  If you want to move things around with the Clipping Mask on, you will need to use the 
Direct Select tool and it’s a bit difficult. 
 

 
TIP: to select all of the anchor points in an object with the Direct Select tool without going through and selecting 
each point while hitting Shift, Direct Select ONE anchor point.  Then Copy, then Paste, then Undo and everything 
will be selected.  (You can go Edit : Copy, Edit : Paste, and Edit : Undo OR use the shortcuts of Command C, 
Command V, Command Z.) 
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CIRCLES: 

File : New : More Settings:
15 Artboards (add more later if you’d like),  
Spacing 10 in, 3 Columns; 4 in x 4 in; 0 Bleed
Turn on your Rulers (Command R)
Save As YOUR LAST NAME_Proj1_Circles_Artboards.AI.

Follow most of the same directions for setting up this document  
as you did for Lines.

• For a circle, you must hold down the Ellipse tool (pull out from 
Rectangle) and HOLD DOWN SHIFT. Be sure this is also Black Fill and No Stroke (not white!!!). Remember 
directions explained for Line in regards to drag-copy and Move.  Go crazy, but remember HOLD DOWN SHIFT so 
you only have circles and no ovals.  

• To make the circles smaller and not redraw them, you can either hold down SHIFT to scale them down or use the 
Scale tool. 

• Also do the same with Clipping Masks for circles as you did with Lines.

__________

PLACE VECTOR ARTWORK ON FINAL SHEET

Download Proj1layouts_2413.ZIP, double-click (un”zip” or decompress it) and open the AI file in Illustrator. 
Save As YOUR LAST NAME_Proj1_2413.AI. 
• Window : Layers. Lock the Template layer. Create a new layer and call it “Artwork”. 
• Go back to your Artboards files on which you were working. Click on your first chosen artboard. It will appear that 

only the clipping mask square is selected, but it is actually selecting its clipped artwork too. 
• Copy. 
• Paste this in to the YOUR LAST NAME_Proj1_2413.AI file, Artwork layer.  
• Be exact in your placement by zooming in. I suggest you create a 4in x 4in square on the 4 original artboard files 

that have no stroke and no fill. View : Outline when lining up on artboard work on this file.
• Repeat with the other artwork.  (save early, save often)



Continue working in the Artwork layer by typing on the lines by each box.  

• Open Character and Paragraph (both under Window : Type) or use the top dashboard when you use the Type tool. 
• In Character, select Arial (Regular or Roman), 25 points.
• In Paragraph for the words on the left, select Flush Right.  For the words on the right side, select Flush Left. 
• Type in the word on each line that you were expressing. 
• Be sure you begin typing on the very beginning of the line (the far right).  

The line will disappear when you begin to type.

SAVE.  
_______

VECTOR TO RASTER FOR ONLINE

• Go File : Export : Export As…   
(not Export for Screens or Save for Web for this project)

• Keep the same name, but pull the file type to PNG. Save it to your desktop to easily find it.
• Select Use Artboards or the file will only save around where the digital information is. Save it to the desktop or 

where you know you are working.  

Another box will appear:  
Resolution: Screen (72 PPI) 
Anti-Aliasing: Type Optimized (Hinted) 
Background Color: White 

Find the PNG on the desktop.  
Double-click it and it should automatically appear in Preview or Acrobat. 
I will ask you to Post or Comment these on our FB page in class and we will critique via 
screen instead of a printed sheet. 

See schedule. We will do these in class on Wednesday, Sept. 6th and have an online critique:
• YOUR LAST NAME_Proj1_2413.AI 
• YOUR LAST NAME_Proj1_2413.JPG  


